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In August/September 2014, I went to Toulouse and Lyon, France, to work on improving my 
French. I am a fourth year student and had just come back from my year abroad in Oman, 
but I wanted to continue with my studies of French too and so I decided to spend three and 
a half weeks in France to brush up! 

I spent the first few days in Toulouse, staying with a home-stay family I had met previously, 
just focusing on my spoken French, and doing practice translations ahead of the French 
Translation paper I am studying at Cambridge this year. 

I then travelled to Lyon, where I again stayed with a home-stay family. I spent most 
weekdays working as a volunteer/intern at CTRDV, which is a local NGO/charity. The charity 
works with blind and visually impaired children aged between two and twenty, and focuses 
on providing resources for the children to use at school, often by adapting resources or 
transcribing them into braille, raised print and large print, so as to make them accessible to 
all. A notable example is the organisation’s adaptation of maps – the maps used by sighted 
children in geography are too complicated for a blind child to be able to read, and so CTRDV 
adapt them to provide maps showing one feature, e.g. major cities, rivers etc. I found it 
fascinating to see how the charity worked, as well as the range of services they provide, 
ranging from transcription to motor-therapy and speech therapy. My work in the charity 
was a great opportunity to improve my French, as I spent a lot of time talking with the other 
employees/volunteers, and either working in French or translating from French into English. 
My main project during my time at the charity was translating a sixty page psychologist’s 
report about learning workshops carried out by blind children into English, which was very 
interesting and was ideal practice, particularly given I intend to work as a professional 
translator after graduating from Cambridge. 

I also spent a lot of time receiving tuition from the parents of my host family, both of whom 
were French teachers. We focused on translation into French, given I was working in the 
opposite direction at CTRDV, and on French grammar, which I certainly needed to work on! 

In all I feel that the trip was a real success, and I now feel much more comfortable speaking 
and writing French after a year spent focusing on my Arabic.  

I would also like to thank the college for awarding this travel grant to me. 

 


